
Patriotic Reads at the Nichols Library (487 words, for 6/28/2012) 

 We are coming up to the Fourth of July.  No better time to tackle a piece of Americana.  Read up 

on a noteworthy life, a snippet of history or a snapshot from travels around this land.  Read on for  

literary fireworks aboundin’.  

Our latest in America n biography is a doozy. Passage of Power is fourth volume of Robert Caro’s 

monumental Years of Lyndon Johnson.  His previous volume, the impressive Master of the Senate, 

details how Johnson rose from the most junior of senators to a legislative colossus. Passage of Power, 

covers the vice-presidential years, in which Johnson took a back seat form the Kennedy’s. Caro is 

insightful about politics and personalities, making this a worthwhile read for both critics and admirers.   

Says Newsweek, he has “summoned Lyndon Johnson to vivid, intimate life.”   

Reader more interested in reading about the Founding Fathers can chose of a number of 

excellent reads.  Walter Isaccson’s Benjamin Franklin treats the urbane diplomat and nation builder,  

Ron Chernow’s Washington, the canny first president, and David McCullough’s John Adams, 

Washington’s  irascible successor and Garry Will’s Madison, the father of the Constitution (a “little man 

with libraries in his brain”). 

 We think we know all about the American Revolution but these two works by David Hacket 

Fisher bring that period to vivid life. In Paul Revere’s Ride, he explores what led up to it, what really 

happened, and what followed—“uncovering a truth far more remarkable than the myths of tradition.”  

Washington’s Crossing looks at another iconic moment, the midnight raid on Trenton. "A few days ago 

they had given up the cause for lost," a British businessman wrote. "Now they are all liberty mad again."  

Revolutionaries by Jack Rakove reminds us that the founders were  ordinary men made extraordinary by 

events. He explores the competing views of politics, war, diplomacy, and society that shaped our nation. 

Ratification by Pauline Maier takes up another story that we might not know as well as we think 

we might.  Adopting the draft Constitution sparked “one of the most comprehensive and consequential 

political debate in American history.”  The proposed draft granted the national government powers (like 

taxation) not allowed  by the existing articles of confederation and was seen by some as a challenge to 

local rights.  Mainer’s book tells this with the “knowledge and flair it deserves.”  

 Not inspired by the revolution, war and politics?  Colossus by Michael Hiltzik details the building 

of that marvel of engineering, the Hoover Dam.  The Dam was feat not only of engineering and 

construction, but of  governance.   “Colossus tells an important part of the story of America’s struggle to 

pull itself out of the Great Depression by harnessing the power of its population and its natural 

resources. Nothing Like it in the World  by Stephan Amborse treats another combo enterprise of 

business and government in harness:  the building of the first transcontinental railroad.   

 Interested in the Arts and Mind? David McCullough’s The Greater Journey look at the exchange 

of ideas between American and Europe through the prism of Americans studying in Paris.  American 

Bloosmbury by Susan Cheever takes a fresh at the New England transcendentalists, who did so much to 

shape our philosophical views and literary traditions.  The Life You Save May be Your Own by Paul Elie 
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looks at unique voice of American Catholic writers such as Flannery O’Coonor, Thomas Merton and 

Walker Percy.   

Innterested in a guided tour of this great land?  Walk the Pacific Crest Trail  with Cheryl Strayed 

(Wild) or the Applachian Trial with Bill Bryson (A Walk in the Woods). Drive across America with William 

Least-Heat Moon (Blue Highways) or walk it with Peter Jenksins (A Walk Across America).   

 

 


